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this program has quite a few features built in for audio and video editing, and various options for its
own user interface. it's not the best audio editor i've used, but is pretty good. in addition to being
designed for the full suite of features, it's also fairly simple to use. vegas pro was designed to be a
high quality audio/video production environment, and the features included in this version of sony
movie studio are intended to give you a wide variety of features to help you make your film
productions look as professional as possible. overall, i think sony movie studio is quite good.
professional video editors have been working with the vegas software since it was first released in
2002. the vegas version of movie studio 12 is a great tool for video editing. there are several video
editing tools on the market, but not all are simple to use. the functionality of vegas pro is
exceptional, as is the interface. you can easily learn how to navigate the program and use it to edit
any kind of video. the vegas interface is user friendly and intuitive. any novice user can work with
this program. sony movie studio platinum offers 20 video and sound effects built in, and it's also free
to download after you install. the hollywood suite ($149.95 direct) gives you a library of over 900
sounds, most of which work quite well, and you can also import audio from the web as well. another
feature is the ability to create your own sound effects. you can generate them from your own
computer with a microphone and the built-in sound recording program. you can also create custom
sound effects for the movie yourself with templates. you can make your own short film with a click of
the mouse. you can't make a movie this easy with any other program we've reviewed.
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After rendering your finished project, you can use the Media Catalog's Create Export option to create
an iTunes playlist containing one file for each destination you've specified. Currently in third-party

options for our reviews, Vegas Movie Studio offers further options for uploading to YouTube,
Facebook, and Vimeo. These uploads can be included in a batch using the iMovie's My Movies

feature, and they produce a collection of smaller MP4s that can be sent to Facebook or posted to
Vimeo or YouTube individually. DVD Architect Studio is included in the Vegas Premiere Edition, at no
additional cost. DVD Architect Studio provides the ability to import and convert from DVD Rendering
an MP4 file to DVD and Blu-ray discs, both of which accept at least 1920 x 1080 resolution, requires
the DVD Architect Studio. Sadly, though, the Express Edition does not include the DVD Architect, so
you must purchase that plugin separately. DVD Architect Studio includes a utility to find your discs'

ID, and extract your files, as well as a disc authoring tool, which allows you to burn and author DVDs,
or Blu-ray discs. The authoring is especially important when it comes to using the high-resolution Blu-

ray discs, which feature a density of 16.9GB per layer. You also have the ability to burn discs to 4K
XAVC S, Dolby Vision, and other image formats. There's a clean, though nondescript, interface and

design, with options and media folders grouped by type, so things are intuitive enough to figure out.
However, you have to perform a few additional steps to manage to create and edit your media.

While it imports material nicely from folders, it doesn't save them automatically, unlike the similar
Avid Media Composer. Adding materials from shared folders is a different, though also possible,

operation. Over the years, Sony has offered Media Composer and its companion Avid Media
Composer for Final Cut Pro users, but both are proving difficult to use due to the limitations of the

applications themselves, not because of the Final Cut Pro plug-ins. Though a Movie Studio for FCP is
in the works, it's not currently available. 5ec8ef588b
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